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SHOOTIrG IN DALLAS Oliver Stone begins his latest '60's epic ... 

(entertainment V/3/91) 

DALLAS AGAIN 01 FILM ...Dealey Plaza looks almost exactly as it 
did 28 years ago ...curvaceous deSotos and tailfin Cadillac,'  and 
men in fedoras and baggy suits and women in stretch pants and '6o's 
hairdos .... crowds gathered to look at the replica of the slate-
blue Lincoln Continental .... time and again on Tuesday the presid-
ential motorcade took off with its motorcylce escort and then loud 
shots rang out .... within minutes later the motorcade would return. 
its actors looking as fit as before •••• (Boston Globe, IV/29/91) 

STONE ROLLING WITH 'JFK' PROJECT 	the director who has been de- 
velping the work for some 2 1/2 years acknowledged he will take 
some "creative" liberties .... in preparing for the project Stone 
culled research from .... Gary Shaw, Larry Harris, Larry Howard, 
Robert Groden and Fletcher Prouty, among 7 to 10 others ....from 
a screenplay by Stone and Zachary Sklar based on (Jim) Garrison's 
book "On the Trail of the Assassins", Jim Marrs' "Crossfire" and 
numerous public sources, 'JFK' will illuminate additional informat-
ion since Garrison's prosecution of the murder in 1969 

(Daily Variety, II/25/91) 

The release from THE THIRD FLOOR, JFK AIC comes wiped in Stone's 
secrecy agreement not to divulge details observed during filming. 

....Academey Award winner Kevin Koster is portraying Jim 
Garrison ... other stars include Lolita Davidovich (Blaze.) 
as Beverly Oliver, Brian Doyle-Murray as Jack Ruby ,T7SITaly 
Lee Jones as Clay Shaw and Gary Oldman an Lee Harvey Oswald. 

Garrison is playing Earl Warren ....other 'SFlt' performers 
are Sissy Spacek, Sally Kirkland, John Larroquette, Walter 

Matthau, Glonn Ford and Jack Lemon 	 in a recent inter- 

view, however, Stone said he doesn't accept the official 
scenario of the JFK assassination. 

Last month he told Mother Jones magazine the Warren Comm-
ission was "bunk" and Furthermore(please turn to page 8) 
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